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MAPPING CYLINDER NEIGHBORHOODS IN THE PLANE

BEVERLY BRECHNER AND MORTON BROWN

Abstract. We characterize those compact subsets of the plane which have mapping

cylinder neighborhoods, describe the neighborhood closures, and show that such

neighborhood closures are topologically unique. The proofs employ the notion of

prime ends. We also show that if U is a mapping cylinder neighborhood of a

pointlike continuum in S3, then U is a 3-cell.

1. Introduction. What are the possible spines of a two-disk D2? That is, which

compact subsets X of the plane R2 have mapping cylinder neighborhood closures

(see below) homeomorphic to 7)2? The question was raised to one of the authors by

Herman Gluck. In this note, we show (Theorem 2.1) that it is necessary and

sufficient that X be a nonseparating Peano continuum. The answer, although not

surprising, seems not to be in the literature. We provide a short proof based upon

Carathéodory's Theory of Prime Ends [7]. See [2, Section 2] for a brief description,

including examples. Also see [13, 16].

In addition, in Theorem 2.4, we show that mapping cylinder neighborhoods in the

plane, when they exist, are unique. In particular, their closures are unique.

We thank the referee for raising a question which led to this latter result.

Notation and Definitions. A double arrow ( --* ) means that the function is

onto, and Int, and Bd mean interior, and boundary respectively.

We use the following definitions (compare [11]): The mapping cylinder Mf of a

map / of a space X onto a space Y is the disjoint union (IX [0,1]) U Y with each

(x, 1) identified to/(x) G Y. By identifying each x E X with (x, 0) in Mf, we may

consider X, Y as closed subsets of My. A mapping cylinder neighborhood of a closed

subset X of a topological space Z is a pair ((U, Bd U, X),f: Bd U -» Bd X) where U

is an open set containing X, f is continuous, and such that there exists a

homeomorphism h: Mf —* [Ü - Int X] with h | (Bd U U Bd X) = 1. We will call the
open set U an open mapping cylinder neighborhood while U is called a closed mapping

cylinder neighborhood. But we keep in mind all of the above structure, in both cases.

Remarks. (1) From the above, we see that if U is an open mapping cylinder

neighborhood of X with respect to the map/, then (U — Int X) may be thought of, as

the mapping cylinder Mf.

(2) Note that if Mf is the mapping cylinder associated with the open mapping

cylinder neighborhood U of X in Z, then the base of Mf (identified with Bd X by a
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homeomorphism) is a strong deformation retract of Mf. Thus X is a strong

deformation retract of U.

2. Main theorems.

2.1. Theorem. A compact subset X of the plane has an open mapping cylinder

neighborhood whose closure is a disk iff X is a nonseparating Peano continuum iff X is

an absolute retract.1

Proof. Assume that X has an open mapping cylinder neighborhood whose closure

is a disk. Then X is a (deformation) retract of a disk and therefore X is an absolute

retract. Thus X is a Peano continuum [8, p. 232] and, having no essential maps onto

the circle, cannot separate the plane [12, p. 100].

Conversely, assume that X is a nonseparating Peano continuum. We think of X as

embedded in the 2-sphere S2, and we get a C-map <i> from S2 — X onto the interior

of the unit disk [2 or 16]. Since X is locally connected, each prime end of S2 — X is

of the first kind [1]. Hence, by [13, p. 67], <i>-1 can be extended to a map F:

F>2 -h. (S2 - Int X) such that F(Bd 772) = Bd X. Then

t/= XL) f(d2 - (x G Ä21 Hxll <^})

is the required open mapping cylinder neighborhood of X. Note that since F is a

homeomorphism on Int 772, and F = (x G R2 | ||x|| = {-} is a compact subset of F>2

missing Bd D2, F(T) — Bd U, and Bd U is a simple closed curve. Thus U is a disk.

2.2. Lemma. For n > 1, statements (i) and (ii) are equivalent. For n — 2, (i), (ii) and

(iii) are equivalent:

(i) A subset C of S" is compact and pointlike (i.e., S" — C m E"),

(ii) C is cellular in S",

(iii) C is a nonseparating continuum in S".

Proof, (i) <=> (ii) is due to M. Brown [4]. That (i) <=> (iii) for n — 2, can be found in

[14].

2.3. Lemma. Let n = 2,3. If Y is a topological space and C ° Y, the cone on Y, is

locally Euclidean of dimension n, then Y is homeomorphic to the (n — \)-sphere S"-1.

Proof. Since the cone on Y is locally Euclidean at the cone point, and Euclidean

space is locally compact, it follows that Y is compact. According to Theorem 4 of

[15], the suspension of Y, S° » Y, is homeomorphic to S". Removing the suspension

points, we see that Y X R1 is homeomorphic to S"1-1 X R1 and hence Y is locally

connected.

Suppose now that n = 2. Then no point separates Y. For if p separates Y, then the

arc S° ° (p) separates 5o ° Y «=¡ S2. On the other hand, if {p, q) is a pair of points

in Y then S° ° {p, q) is a 1-sphere in S2 and separates S2. Removing the suspension

points we see that {p, q) X R1 separates Y X Rx so that {p, q) separates Y. Thus Y

1 That absolute retracts in the plane are the same collection as nonseparating Peano continua is well

known (see V. 13.1 of [3]). Incidentally, this theorem provides a new proof.
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is a nondegenerate, locally connected metric continuum separated by no point and

by every pair of points, and is therefore a simple closed curve. If n = 3, the same

kind of argument shows that Y is separated by no arc and by every simple closed

curve (and it must contain a simple closed curve). Thus, by the Kline Sphere

Characterization or Theorem VI.5.1 of [17], Y must be a 2-sphere.

Remark. If n > 4, then Lemma 2.3 is false (see the introduction in [5]), even for Y

a finite simplicial complex when n — 4 [9].

2.4. Theorem. Let X be a pointlike continuum in S" (n = 2,3) with a mapping

cylinder neighborhood U. Then U is an n-cell.

Proof. Let /: Bd U -** Bd X define the mapping cylinder neighborhood U of X.

Since X is cellular in S", by Theorem 1 of [4], there is a homeomorphism (U,

Bd U) « (Ü/X, Bd Í7). On the other hand,

{Ü/X, Bd Í/) * ((Ü - Int A-)/Bd X,BdU)

* (Mf/Bd X, BdU) <* (C ° (Bd U), BdU).

Thus (Í/, BdU) «s (C ° (BdU), BdU) with the cone point c corresponding to a

point of U — Bdc7 = U. Thus C ° (BdU) is locally Euclidean at the point c. By

Lemma 2.3, Bd U is an (n — l)-sphere. Since Bd U is collared in C ° (Bd U), t/ is an

n-cell, by [4].

2.5. Corollary. A compact subset of E2(S2) has an open mapping cylinder

neighborhood iff it has only a finite number of components, only a finite number of

complementary domains, and each component is a Peano continuum. Further, any two

open mapping cylinder neighborhoods have homeomorphic closures—a 2-manifold

which is a disk with finitely many holes.
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